I wanted to write something about this because some realities have to be addressed. If some people experience reality meltdowns, that is something one has to address with themselves. None of this is to hurt, but to just say the truth.

Sugar coating has never been my method especially when the situation is that we are about to swallow cyanide as a race, and that we must never allow this to happen.

You'll understand why I do this introduction, it's because unfortunately, many people are falsely brainwashed that Whites aren't what they are. Ironically, the most deceived category is White people themselves. We have illusions about ourselves created by Jews, and all of these are about how negative and bad we all are.

Our situation is quite similar to that of Satan. Satan and the Gods have given everything to this world, and Satan somehow, ends up being the criminal, the underdog, the worldwide hated. Inspired our poets, gave us language, cared for our spiritual development. Thick or thin, they did what they could, instead of doing nothing. The Gods that once upon a time were helping us out of nothingness and misery, are now stoned in every corner, and with them, all of humankind collectively dives further into meaningless chaos.

As Satan gets all the blame baselessly into this jewish series of epics like the Bible, which makes everyone hate him without knowing, based on jewish slander, it gets worse. Those who are responsible for all evil, parade as if they were responsible for all good: The Jews. The revenge here doesn't get more ultimate than this.

Similar is the case than what happens between White people and Jews, a battle that jews declared on us a few thousands of years earlier, for reasons Marcus Eli Ravage explains: we were too good, developing too good, too helpful, and too much healthy growing. So, they devised a way to cripple us and also cripple humanity before we advanced to something meaningful: Abrahamic religions.

We have been a most positive influence for this planet for everyone else, but people think it was the most negative. There were negative chapters, but there were positive chapters. Most of the negative ones, Whites did affect other
Whites, because Jews were in our feet causing excessive confusion. We treated others, comparably to how other races have treated others, better. We weren't weak, but we tried to show fairness. That cannot be said always for others, and in most examples, it can't be said at all. We also have mistreated severely our own people by our own race, because we were hijacked by the enemy. Jews collectively kept humanity back, and this made everything even worse. Especially since the last century we have given out too much to this world, and it has only been continuing.

The moment an idea of more understanding between races, or firm faith in our own race begins, and before it could even work, the Jews push everyone to kill everyone as per usual, by confusing everyone. Jews in any way do explain in the bible, that key in defeating the "Pagan tribes" was essentially to cause a chaotic situation of war between them, and pounce at them while they were at their weakest. Dividing a people to destroy itself is another method they have practiced. Christianity, Islam and Judaism, divided people that were supposed to be closer together.

Would the British hate the Irish were it not for British Israelism? Who knows? It could have been way better.

Even this whole bullshit of White people self-deprecating is a situation of the White race turning against its own, where the defeatists, the historically illiterate, the dumb, and the inferior, exercise diseased control over those who are just trying to keep on existing and surviving, as nature would dictate. You can't say Tesla was White, or you are a racist, a dumb brainwashed White would tell another normal White person. What's next, you aren't allowed to breathe because you perpetuate the patriarchy?

Granted by how things are going, the above may be told to us too.

Due to lack of a two way relationship with other people, which is true and constant between all beings, Whites decided to somehow look down on themselves so that the other party feels better for not being even on the deal. So instead, Whites were put to pay the bills for the other end, and also, to feel guilty for not paying even more. A way to "self-amend our sins" towards the holy Jews and holy people, is sort of like what every Pagan had to do for their allegiance to Satan in the Bible: get killed and before that get looted. Whites are now in the stage of getting looted before they get totally killed out. The fancy histrionics of why this genocide on us has to keep going, are just foul justifications of jews on why this is the case, is nothing else but a parasite trying to elaborate on why it eats the brains of its prey. That's the same shit the Jews do to Palestinians when they say it's because the Bible and therefore God said so.
And Jews know so they are guilty of being found out. They depend on our guilt, because they have not a rock to hide behind where reality and facts are concerned. What they carry onto us with their state, media and information apparatus, is murder and genocide.

Present day living conditions on the rise, and present-day development, such as population numbers, would be impossible without developments given out and created by us. Unfortunately, one can give out a development, but nobody has a clue how it's going to turn out, or if Jews will take something later to turn it into shit. The enemy has to go from this planet as they are a main factor of negativity because of which humanity will find itself in the coffin if we don't address. We would expect something positive to come at least, but this isn't the case, as people are only taught to hate us, look at the most stupid examples, and in general, follow Jewish perception about us. Worst of all, even our own people follow Jewish perceptions about our own selves.

As such, instead of the relationship between people worldwide being fair, or healthy, it became less healthy than the relationship between two meth addicts when the meth has completely run out, and a Jew has stolen all the meth money.

We're on such a level of deception, that on one level, Jews say that Whites are only a social category, and on two, they blame the "White race" for all perils of mankind. The White race is a lot like Satan or Prometheus, it gave the fire to mankind, and now we are locked on a mountain with vultures eating our guts every day and every night, and parasites feasting on our "To Be" racial corpse.

And how did Prometheus get out of this mess? It took Hercules to loosen up his chains. As such, those of who are aware, we have to cut the chains of our race before it is too late, and remind ourselves the real degree of the situation, what is true, and what is false.

I only take a tour online and I find much of the following, such as conspiracies of Black people to breed Whites out of existence. Happily posting memes about "knocking up dem whitey hoes" online. Systematic invasion efforts for White countries. Systematic looting, parasitism, rape and destruction of White people at any rate, all these are frequent phenomena.

I hate that I lost two hours to watch this propaganda film by Jews, but I actually did, because I knew there was hot shit into this movie, because I saw it was getting advertised. So around one week ago, I took 2 hours on the side to watch it, and see what this material was going on about. It was so stupid of a movie to watch, and so obviously a propaganda film by Jews to agitate and fatten black
ego up, that in the end it counted not as recreation, but as watching Israeli propaganda. The movie was Black Panther. If that were a general movie, it would be OK, but it was so much a propaganda film, that it puts the Triumph of the Will of Hitler to look as a mere documentary.

What this movie shows is revealing, this is the pet on the back by the Jews to agitate Black people to just swarm and destroy "Whitey" based on typical jewish lies. Jews have enslaved Blacks for centuries but that is never mentioned [Except by Black people who are put a price on their head by the ADL like Dr Tony Martin], they made a movie now, telling them how important and great it's for them to be Black, pampered their ego to no end, showed how everyone else is inferior [who cares if it's lies or truth, let's feel like that anyhow] and how Blacks are from outer space and the greatest beings there are, only limited by one thing, that is, Whitey's shit against them.

Contrary to Whites who are to be killed every time they express racial solidarity, all that this movie was about was Black to Black solidarity, insofar this solidarity exists to superiority towards Whitey, and not based on anything substantial. Which we might as well call typical low tier jewish racism. Jews tried to save face to Blacks with this movie, because they know all the actual and historically recorded wrongdoings they did with raping Blacks for centuries, are coming back at them. A movie can't make right for slavery and when people read the research of Dr Tony Martin they will know, and what will they say, but hey, we made Black Panther for you goy?

But when something big like a major catastrophe hits humanity, oh, it's the Whitey motherfuckers who have to solve the problem. Cause we dialed the Chinese and they told us "Fuck off stupid" and Israel didn't even pick up the phone. Heh. How much help has China sent to Africa? Heh...None. And how much has Israel sent? Heh... Israel is a bit on the minus of helping, they are more on the destroying part. Jews do to Blacks stuff like, speculate the Stock market to destroy Africa financially, and when he wanted to feed locals to send them to boats to invade Whites, he made sure these were to be used for a Communist revolt.

If Soros is paying, he wants something, sort of like Black Lives Matter and these riots. However, the tribe of Soros in day to day dealings, is a lot like what happened in New Jersey. You cost one million and they buy you for 100,000$, because they harass you and destroy you until you do what they want. Prior to this Soros's bloodline made sure to enslave Blacks and make money for a good three centuries, until a White guy named Franklin came up and said that this garbage had to stop because it's just nonsense.
We're constantly told "We are responsible" for "All evils" that have happened. Most people haven't bothered to build toilets, so of course, when you build a toilet, the jew maintains, YOU are responsible for the malfunction of the toilet. After all the person who didn't have a toilet, could never be responsible for the toilet. What the jew forgets to tell White people, is that whomever cannot be responsible for the toilet, does not also DESERVE a toilet. And that by the moment one is handed with a toilet, it's up to them to be RESPONSIBLE for what they have been handed.

But the jew maintains we have to be always responsible, because we are the slaves of this world. Everywhere there is crap, the local crews may not be interested to clean after their own toilet. So everyone like calls the developer and asks them to literally slave for absolutely no returns, and fix everyone else's toilet.

If we are responsible for the handing down of knowledge and its misuse or non-effect by others, then are jews responsible for by building Islam, Christianity and Judaism? Every and all retardation, crimes, and destruction of the last 2500 years. Good luck to them cleaning themselves out of this obvious and verifiable guilt. They are guilty for keeping humanity in the levels of savages, to where there is no understanding, no remorse, no mutual emotional support, and everyone is a bottomless greedy monstrosity.

Whites are responsible for the majority of good developments of the world. With development there is always good and bad. We made sure to share the good and manage the bad to the best of our ability, while others wouldn't even care. We're responsible for shit like creating a civilization that developed cinema but unfortunately had it hijacked by jews, who later showed Blacks these movies. But who cares? It's always easy answers nowadays where Jews force people to attack Whites. You ain't having a lambo boy? That's the fault of White people. They may have invented the Lambo and all that shit, but you were entitled to it, cause whatever, you know? It's yours. You just need to kill Whites and the jew is gonna give the lambo after you do the deed for him, ok boy? Remember whitey = bad = oppressor.

One White looks from down the hallway, and says, "Please holy nonwhite person, take my head, for some of my own were Nazis once upon a time. Doesn't matter if I’m British and they fought against the Nazis, as in my confused mind, we are always the same when it comes to oppressing you, and always so nationally different when it comes to killing other White people for no reason, and killing my own race! My Jewish Pastor explained this to me but I didn't understand it! Anyway, under what's important, that now, I have to kill and extinct
myself, so that you are pleased. My Jewish psychotherapist also told me it's totally sane to think that way as we oppressed you."

Now what if I made a movie for Whites with this plot that supported the same ideas and pampered Whites over our contributions to mankind, such as for example, taking this world out of the total murderous shitter it once was, and making life into something that actually has any value? That would be a Nazi movie for course.

Whites are not supposed to bend down, all day long kiss ass to other races, and in particular, become anyone's slave. For those who experience White guilt, or other symptomatology that they have to incessantly kiss foreign ass to feel better about yourselves, have a quick cold shower, and remind yourself of the reality.

I'll relate to you some facts:

We are hardly 1 in 10 people in the planet. That aside, we are being looted, pillaged, full force replaced, and considered the world's greatest and most hated species, despite of doing most about EVERYONE else in this world. We are not only attacked, but we are attacked without mercy, and the only thing that has kept us alive, is not the willingness of other people to keep us alive, because nobody else at least historically has shown they have similar instincts of stuff like:

"Oh, let me take care of these foreign people here, and advance them a few thousand years technologically. After this happens, I am going to also do penances every single day to desert rat jews, and these people, and tell them that I suck and I am inferior. Actually, let me destroy my spaceship and go all the way back to the carriage age, so that other people feel better about it. Yes, that will do."

I will tell you what the above example is: Mental Illness. One has to be mentally ill to do these things upon themselves, and the White soul is suffering from a Jew instilled mental illness, which came from Christianity.

If others want to be "free" of what they perceive is a problem, we only have the same right. It's common nowadays that Whites are kept on the penalty of even speaking their mind, even when this doesn't contain some sort of negative rant. Any and all self-loving racial emotions [which all races have in far higher levels than we do, unfortunately] are called "White Supremacist".

Unfortunately many people follow the meme. Every time, when Whites listen of rants of other races, they have to sit down, and nod, and smile, and say how wonderful it is that China is growing, and how wonderful it is the Chinese are
getting so powerful, and how wonderful it is that they have a world's largest Nuclear arsenal and the worst government there is to be in control of it, and how great and excellent it is that they hate White people, and how sublime and perfect it is for them to develop artificial intelligence and Orwellian nightmares that will consume humanity as a whole. How beautiful!

Meanwhile, if any other race listens to everything like: "I Feel like I am a native to my land and that this belongs to us!". Everyone loses their minds. A potential Hitler here, he doesn't want to be looted, razed, raped, and pillaged by the oppressed gang and the Jews.

The Oppressed gang is a professional worldwide movement where people rule others through the mere statement that they are disenfranchised and oppressed. This was done by the Jews, and since other parasites saw the value in this behavior, they joined the rapid train of gaining things out of White compassion and charity. These parasites exist everywhere and it's a worldwide phenomenon. It exists also in the animal kingdom.

The reality is that White people didn't disenfranchise nobody. We only did the opposite, and we are going to pay the dear price for not asking ourselves if we actually had to foster a good relationship and find good friends and understanding in others, before helping them. But we were too busy going on to help our fellow man, because we were such brutes and evil people, that actually helped whole continents out of existential misery and still do. The beautiful return we are confronted with is being spat in sidewalks in France, and finding no White neighborhood in Paris. The reality is that most Whites, White Nations and so forth, are looked upon as just honey pots for stealing and nothing else. Invaders come in, say hi, they are given rights by jews, and multiply in alarming rates to steal the Nations through elections. All White people have been doing is smiling, nodding, and not saying much about it.

Eventually what will happen? People are going to die and we'll go extinct. Therefore, some people think, what is the good thing to do? Let's just attack anyone else? That's however also a non-solution. The solution is a far deeper and long-term solution, and that is for Whites to remember the old power of assertion, which is not bound by impoliteness.

This is just a level of brainwashing that only the White race undergoes, and it's meant only for one thing, to destroy the spirit and soul of White people. Sure, anyone can say whatever they want, and everyone was superior twenty million of years before, but it's the White man that developed this earth past the nothingness it was before. This will belong eternally to us and nobody must
accept to be guilt tripped into constantly trying to reduce themselves from stating the obvious truths.

Alas the White race not only is a leader race, but also a compassionate race. While others, when they encountered what was different from themselves (This in many cases different people of their OWN race), they only slaughtered and suppressed, we on the other hand, were giving, compassionate, and helped other beings develop. Of course, the process above is really troublesome, so most other races went the route of just causing wars and extinctions instead.

The fact that anyone feels shrank from this, is something they need to address on their own emotionally. The modern system preaches that feelings of inferiority are bridged by anyone on the higher end cutting their head to please the person on the lower end. This is the tyranny of the lower, and this is no better than brainless tyranny of the Jews.

Whites were never really thanked of anything we ever did, and that was to be expected. Whole nations and continents get to enjoy life in standards that they would never do, because of what we taught and exported to them, and because, instead of using knowledge only in destructive manners, we decided to share. The Gods also behave in a similar pattern, but the Gods do not have qualms to assert themselves when this is a necessity, and they would never find themselves literally butchered in their own homelands by the gangs of those who pretend to be "oppressed".

Whenever chaos breaks out somewhere in the planet, people always call the people they hate the most, which is White people. That was the case for centuries. Oh, some people rape minors here, and in other locales they cut the clitoris of Women. Whitey has to always do something. Then Whitey wastes resources, people, lives of people, deaths of people, risks their very own survival, to help. And all we get most of the time is only more hate and a big chunk of shit on our doorstep.

People helped for centuries by our works, and the elevation of the whole planet to a better standard, is not something anyone is going to thank us about, only few wise individuals will do that. As such it's good to never have this as an expectation, because it's not necessary.

I see stupid Whites everyday that assume that because we take many refugees in, or because we share technology, or because we do our darnest so that this world doesn't go to shit, we are going to get a thank you notice, but chances are, not only we never will, but if people could rape and stone us, that would be an ideal living scenario for many other people of this earth. This is the reality.
The word of the Jew is responsible for the above, feelings of inferiority in White people (Where Whites self-subvert to prove they are like everyone else), feelings of inferiority in other races (Who are constantly told by Jews that they suck and that it's Whitey's fault somehow) and general other issues experienced.

In our development there was put a huge ball and chain on our leg, which has a name: Christianity. This religion of the worthless, the lazy, and the inferior, and the reptilians, taught people not only hate against the better, but ungratefulness.

Lastly, people of value, in general, won't demand of you to have your lips on their ass all the time so they can get strangulate you so they feel better about it. Nobody that really loves and genuinely cares about us, not specifically as Whites, but as another race of human beings, is going to be honest about caring, and demand of us to self-subvert and curse ourselves into oblivion so that they feel better.

Anyone who tells you in these chaotic times to self-deprecate to the ultimate level of being left defenseless so that they feel better is no different than a jew. Jews also have the other tune, where they force things into extremes, to get us censored socially, hated beyond repair, and render our very existence illegal, so don't go into the extremes they want you to go, because we lose that way also.

If one still feels guilty of upholding one's self and holding one's ground after all that is going on, so much jewish plots and influence of humanity, and the systematic extinction of our people before our very eyes, one is merely lower than a worm. Even a worm will react when someone abuses it and will run away, but some people are more stupid than worms, who even in their small size, react when they are about to get stepped upon and destroyed for eternity.

The way to win is a balanced way. Have consciousness of the achievements of our people, don't let anyone guilt trip you, and allow no rat to eat from your stash. Do not lower your head to listen its opinion about how you can be a better human, because it's a rat. Jews and reptilians know as much as to how to be a good and decent human being as ticks understand about what it means to have a soul. Disregard their bullshit fake morality and fake advice.

Lastly, the facts are that Whites didn't do any major crimes in particular. 90% of bad stuff that has happened has been against ourselves. Many others feel emotionally disenfranchised because the jews told them they would be in space weren't it for us, which is just a lie. Actually, it's by our help many got to move past the level of totally nothing where existence is concerned.
The Sun is giving, and that's something we can be proud about, but no sun allows themselves to be put down by any source of water meant to douse it.

When you see this, this is a behavior of cloaked hatred, jealousy, and evil on their behalf. Genuine friends don't get their friends to act that way, only parasites and bullies do. Whites are attacked with strangulating force.

It's time to get rid of all the guilt inside you, be inspired by your people, and work for their benefit. Being toxic to others is not as beneficial as building for your people. When you spend too much time being toxic to others, you aren't building for yourself. What our people need now is building, vision, guidance, and not just random bullshit toxicity that has no purpose to it.

Our people need walls built, RTR's done to protect them, rituals done to hold the backbone of our soul going, as we have been doing tirelessly all these years. Our people need deep education, to be shaken out of a jewish coma. Our people need to be convinced out of this state of guilt and self-abandoning limbo.

Our people will stop existing without the above, but our survival doesn't depend on how much you shout stupid words to other allies of ours. Indeed, that is a major setback as in the war against the main enemy, all of us have to be as pumped as possible. So, praise and blessings to those who care about us, however few these people may be. We will never forget your help.

All those who are parasitic and deadly to us need to be put into their place, and it will happen in the future. These ones will face the inevitable consequences.

Friends will be treated as friends, and enemies will be treated as enemies.

As Satan will survive and be triumphant in the end, even with all the hate, all the slander, all the disinformation, and all the stabbing, so will we. Do not despair, have faith, work tirelessly, and be proud of our people.

HAIL THE WHITE RACE!!!
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